
.The Under Secretary of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

March 28, 1996

The Honorable John T. Conway
Chairman
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
625 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As you are aware, technical evaluations at the Savannah River Site prepared in
support of improvements to the H-Canyon Facility Safety Authorization Basis
indicate that seismic analyses used as the basis for the existing Safety Analysis
Report (SAR) do not reflect as-built conditions and contain certain assumptions
that may tend to overstate the capability of H-Canyon to withstand a severe
earthquake. F-Canyon is similar to H-Canyon in both design and construction.
Recent initial simplified scoping calculations did not demonstrate that the canyon
facilities could withstand the applicable Evaluation Basis Earthquake (EBE)
without collapse. More rigorous analyses to filly define the canyon facilities’
response to the applicable EBE, as well as revised risk calculations utilizing
improved dispersion models and assumptions, are ongoing and are expected to be
completed in July.

On March 15, 1996, following an initial review of the situation, the Department
temporarily suspended the introduction of additional nuclear materials (Mark-31
target slugs and plutonium 238) into the canyon facilities until a more thorough
review could be completed. However, activities in the canyons to stabilize
solutions, Mark-3 1 target slugs, and plutonium 238 already in the canyons are
continuing.

A more thorough review has now been completed, which is described in the
enclosed documents. I am providing this il.u-therreport so that you are in
possession of all the information we have to date. I would appreciate knowing
whether this fi.u-theranalysis in anyway a.fi?ectsyour previously expressed views
about proceeding with the planned stabilization program, including the
introduction of new material into the canyons for this pu ose.

<cm

Thomas P. Grumbly
Acting Under Secretary [

Enclosure
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TECH (Waltzer, 803-952-4121)

Recommendation for Continuing with the Stabilization Program as Described in the Record of
Decision (ROD) for the Final Interim Management of Nuclear Material Environmental Impact
Statement (IMNM EIS)

Office of the Secretary (S-3), HQ

kxH&: Should DOE continue with the stabilization program as described in the ROD for the
WfNM EIS and with the continuing programmatic post-Cassini mission related plutonium-238
material?

~: On March 11, 1996, I provided you a set of recommendations for continuing
scheduled canyon operations, including stabilization of all Mark-31 targets, pending the
outcome of the on-going canyon seismic evaluation. On March 15, 1996, the Office of
Environmental Management endorsed these recommendatio~ wi@ three caveats. The caveats
were: a) no additional Mark-31 targets could be introdixed to F-Canyon, b) no new shipments
of plutonium-238 could be made to add to the existingplutoniumT238 inventory in H-Are% and
c) preparation should begin for implementation of appropriate source term limits in the event
the introduction of new material to the canyons is authorized. “These restrictions were placed
with the commitment for a more thorough evaluation of the issues surrounding the introduction
of new material to the canyons prior to completion of all the seismic analysis work, The
expectation was this review would be completed by the end of March. A chronology of events
is attached to aide in the understanding of this issue.

The focus of the issue was whether the risk horn earthquakes currently presented in the IMNM
EIS wmstituted significant changes in environmental impacts or significant, reasonably
foreseeable, environmental impacts that had not been considered in the EIS. Our plan to
address these concerns was included as Attaclynent 4 to the aforementioned March 15
correspondence. It provided a method to compare the risk which could reasonably be expected
from the current SRS evaluation basis earthquake (EBE) to the risk from the EBE used in the. “
analysis work for the Final IMNM EIS.
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~: The only information in the existing lMNM EIS that could be aff@cted by the
canyon seismic evaluation are the health effects associated with the earthquake accidents.
Therefore, an analysis was completed to compare the risk from earthquake accidents associated
with the current EBE to the risk horn earthquake accidents in the IMN.M ETS, The f~st step in
the process was to estimate the earthquake the canyon would survive with no more damage
than assumed in.the IMNM EIS earthquake analysis. As a parallel effort, the applicable EBE
for the SRS was estimated.

The prelimimry results horn the intensive two week review (see attachment) indicate the
canyons would survive an EBE. However, the resti,ts of this effort show that the frequency of
the EBE appli~ble to the site increased from an once in 5000-year event to an approximated
once in 2000-year event. To offset the increased risk that resulted from the increased
frequency the source texm was reduced from 30 mega-curies (source term assumed in the
IMNM EIS) to 8 mega-curies, As a result, the risk associated with the current EBE is less
than or equal td the EBE risk in the IMNM EIS. Therefore, there are no significant changes
relevant to the health effect impacts presented for the earthquake accidents in the Final
IMNNl EIS.

I believe there is an adequate level of assurance the earthquake accident health effects
information in the IMNM EIS remains reliable for decision making purposes. There is no new
information which should bear upon existing decisions regarding the stabilization of nuclear
materials ~t SRS, including the Mark-31 targets, or bear upon the impacts for the actions. As
such, I recommend the following:

1)

2)

3)

Resume introduction of Mark-31 targets to F-Canyon and continue with all
scheduled stabilization activities in accordance with the ROD for the IMNM EIS.

Resume the post-Cassini plutonium-238 receipt and processing program,

Reduce the current curie inventory limits for the canyon and B-Line facilities
to a total of 8 million curies. These quantities will be reevaluated based on the
information in the completed Safety Analysis Report.
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It is my &pectation that operations would ocmtinue through, and subsequent to, the process of
completing the evaluation to determine whether or not m-unreviewed safety question (1.JSQ)
exists. If it is determined an USQ exists, the authorization bwis will be revised appropriately. ‘
This could include the implementation of additional restrictions to maintain current risk or
aooepting @NX risks. lf accepting higher risk must be considered, I will notify your ofilce to
ensure all aspe~ of this decision are evaluated.

. 1 request you approve these recommendations.

Mario P. Fiori
Manager

Attachment:
Chronology of Events
Seismic Risk Associated with SRS CanyorIs and B-Lines.

Approved:

Disapproved:
Date:

, and I have determined
statement is not required at this time.

,’

that a supplemental environmental &pact

I

.

.
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2/29/96

2/29/96

3/1 1/96

3/1 1/96

3/12/96

3/15/96

3/27/96

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

WSRC begins canyon structural analysis to support effort to upgrade

Safety Analysis Report horn the 1980’s requirements to current DOE
Orders and Standards.

WSRC declares a potential inadequacy in the safety analysis, as

required by DOE 5480,21, based on discovery of inappropriate
assumptions in the 1980’s era analysis. This declaration included
notification via the DC)Eoccurrence reporting system in accordance
with DOE-SR and WSRC procedures,

Press release, coordinated with Headquartersj is issued to explain this
discovery, The press release provided a vehicle to transmit accurate
and timely information regarding the potential safety implications of
the analysis work and not cause any undue concern to c)ur community.

Outside seismic experts visit SRS to review on-going analysis work.
They conclude the structure is more robust than originally assumed and
provided suggestions for inco~orating additional analysis work to help
demonstrate this.

DC)E-SR recommends all stabilization activities continue pending
completion of the evaluation to determine if an unreviewed safety
question exists. DOE-SR conclusion is there would be no undue risk to

vvorkers or the public.

Seismic and structural analysis information is reviewed with the
DNFSB.

EM-60 recommends stabilization actions should continue, but that no
new material e.g., MK-31 targets, should be introduced to the canyons
until a more detailed review of the current earthquake accident risk is

completed, The EM-60 recommendation included the DOE-SR
proposal to address this issue,

DOE-SR transmits risk evaluation with conclusion that risk in WNNl
131S is still representative and IMNM EI~ stabilization decisions are

valid.
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Dr. Mario I?. l?iori, Manager
U. & Department of Energy
Savannah River Operations Office
A&en, South Ca.mlina 29808 (

Dear Dr. Fiori:

SEISMIC IZISK ASSOCIATED - SEWCANYONSANDB-LINES

m

Recent new information concemin~ existing structural evaluations of the
seismic capability of SRS Canyons has led to ~ detemnination that a
Potential Inadequacy in the Safety Analysis (~ISA) exists for F and H
Canyons and F and H B-Lines. Programmatic decisions involving operations
in these facilities were recently announced in Records of Decision (RODS) ~ .
pursuant to the Interim Management of Nuclear Materials (lI#lNM)
Environmental Impact Statement (llIS). The purpose of the attached paper
is to docum,ent the basis for WSRC’S position. ~hat:

(1) the seismic risk~ considered in the lMNM 141S continue to bound . .
cwent expectations of seismic risk associated with SRS Canyons and
B-Lines, and

(2) the current lMNM EIS continues to provide an adequate basis for the
programmatic decisions announced in the RODS.

For reasons discussed in the attuched paper and summarized below, WSRC
recommends the following:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Continue implementation
and H Canyons and F and

of all currently authorized operations in the F’
H B-Lines.

Resume shipments of irradiated Mk-31 targets from storage basins to ~-
Canyon and complete planned stabilization activities. .

Receive remaining Pu-238 receipts from offsite and complete planned
post-~ assini processing activities+

Comnlete the remaining phase~ of the overall ~eismic/structural
eval&tion of the =yon b~l&gs and the associated Unreviewed Safety
Question Evaluation on the established aggressive schedule.
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A detailed structural evaluation of the H Canyori building is currently
underway to support preparation of an updated safety Analysis Report
(Sin). ‘1’his clettilecl structural evaluation is being conducted in several
phases in accordance with applicable DOE Orders and Standards. Ihwing
the initial phase of the current evaluation; reyiew of previous structural
evaluations from 1981-1984 revealed inaccuracies in those previous
evaluations. Since the projection of seismic tisk presented in existing SARS “
for both ~ and H CanyorM and F and H E3-LineS was based in part upon
conclusions &om the 19 S1-1984 structural evaluations, the new information
regarding inaccuracies in those evaluatiorm led b the determination that a
I?otential Inadequacy in the Safety Analysis (PISA) exists. The PISA was
reported per DOE Order 232.1 requirements on March 1, 1996.

At that same time, a summary of this “new information and of preliminary
results from the initial phase of the current structural evaluation of the
canyon buildings was provided to the public and interested stakeholders.
The initial phase of the current evaluation employed very conservative
inputs (such as minimum design strengths for concrete and reinforcing
steel) and has not demonstrated the required seismic capability in response
to an Evaluation Basis Earthquake’ (EBE). This result is not totally /
unexpected at this stage ifi the evaluation process for existing structural
such as the canyon buildings.

DOE Standard 1020 describes the overall evaluation methodology, which
includes subsequent conduct of a more rigorous analysis employing more
representative inputs (such as actual concrete strengths determined fkom
representative sampling) if required to demonstrate adequate capability for
exi~ting structures. The next phase of the analysis will also include
consideration of building drift (projected lateral displacement of’ the floors
and roof slab). Early estimates predict building drift values within the range
of acceptability. WSRC has established an aggressive schedule to complete
the remaining phasks of the overall evaluation by July 19?6. Results will be
evaluated per DOE Order 5480.21 requirements to determine if an
Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ) exists. The outcome of this USQ
Evaluation is @so expected by July 1996 and will determine whether
revisions are needed to the Authorization Bases.

The WSRC position and recommendations presented above are pursuant to
the following summary conclusions drawn horn the attached discussion,

● WSRC engineers and outside technical expert reviewers believe that the
analyses to be conducted in the remaining phases of the overall
seismiclstructural evaluation will more accurate~y predict the seismic
capability of the canyon buildings and should demonstrate adequacy for
postulated EBE ground motion.

.
..
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. If the canyon buildings are shown to be capable for the site EBE, the
conservative projections of seismic accident consequences in existing
Authorization Basis documents and the IMNM EM remain valid.

● Risk projections Wsociated with ongoing and planned facility operations
based on the expected frequency of the site EBE, remain within the
boundq of those presented in the IMNM EM. The seismic component
represents only about 20~0of the overall risk projections,

● Estimates of both individual prompt fatality risk and individual latent
cancer fatality risk associated with the unlikely event of collapse of tha
canyon, buildings are within the respective limits for nuclear facility
tievere accident impacts established by DOE policy. These calculations
used a facility invenim-y input which bounds the inventories expected
during completion of material stabilization operations as described in
the DOE 94-1 Implementation Plan and planned post-~ assini Pu-238
processing (including receipt of remaining returns).

If you or your staff have any questions, please contact me or Frank Jordan,
ext. 2-4409, of my staff,

Yours truly,

>w=~ ~ ~
Executive Vice President

JED:jcc

cc: Distribution
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Recent new information ooncernirtg existing structural evaluations of the”~f
SRS Canyons has led to a determination that a Potential Inadequacy in the Safety Analysis
(PISA) exkts for F and H Canyons and F and f-f B-Lines. Programmatic decisions involving
operations in these facilities were reo6rrtly announced in Records of Decision (RODS) pursuant to
the Interim” Management of Nuclear Materials (lMNM) Environmental impact Statement (EIS).
The purpose of this paper is to document the basis Ior WSFtC’s positionthat:

(1) the seismic risks considered in the IMNM EIS continue to bound current expectations of
seismic riskassociated with SRS Canyons andB-Lines,and

(2) the cumentIMNM EIS continuesto providean adequate basis for the programmaticdeoisions
announced in the RODS.

New informationhas revealed inaoourateassumptionsin the structuralevaluations of the canyon
buildings. Tho structuralevaluations in question were performed In 1981-1984 and provide the
bases for projecting the response of these structures to seismic events considered in existing
Safety Anaiysis Repotis (SAR5). The information in the canyon SARS relative to the effect of
seismic events provided Input for the earthquake risks presented in the IMNM EIS. The new
information acquired from recent rw-review of these structural evacuations calls into question
oertain evacuationtechniques and buildingjoint capaoity assumptionswhich are not supported by
as+xnstructed buiiding details. The significance of this new informationis such that a Potential
Inadequacy in the Safety Anaiysis (PISA) existsfor F and H Canyons and F and f-fB-Lines. This
PiSA was repoded per DOE Order 232,1 requirementson Mamh 1, 1996.

The oonctuslonof the 1981-1964 structuralevaluations was that the canyon stmcture marginally
meets the no+ollapse criteria for an Evaluation Basis Earthquake (EBE). This conclusionforms
the basis for SAR determinations of potentiai radiological release consequences from accidents
initiated by the EBE. A detaiied structural evaluation of the H-Canyon building is currentiy .
undeway to supportan updated @afetyAnalystsReport The initiaiphase of this new evaluation
inciuded a review of the 1981-1964 structural evacuations. This review reveaied the new
information described above, Since H-Canyon and F-Canyon are simiiar structures, this
rnforrnationis consideredapplicable to both facilities.

The current structural evacuation is being conducted in several phases in accordance with
applicable DOE Orders and Standards. The inftiaiphase of this new evaluation employed very
consewative inputs (such as minimum design stmmgths for concrete and reinformingsteal) and
has not demonstrated the required seismic capability in response to an Evaluation Basis
Earthquake (EBE). This result is not totally unexpected at this stage in the evacuation process for
existing structures such as the canyon buildings. DOE Standard 1020 describes the overail
evaluation methodology, which includes subsequent conduct of a more rigorous analysis
employing more representative inputs (such as actualcancrete strertgthsidetermined from
representative sampling) if required to demonstrate adequate capability for existing stmctures.
WSRC has established an aggressive scheduie to complete the remaining phases of the overati
evaluation by Jufy 1996. Resdts will be evaluated per DOE Order 5480.21 requirements to
determine if an Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ) exists. The outcome ef this LiSQ Evaluation
is aiso expected by July 1996 and wiil determine whether revisions are needed to the
AuthorizationBases,

1
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As indicatedabove,results fmm the Initial phase of the current structuralevaluation indicate that
the seismic capability of the canyon structure may be lower than that indicated it?the existing
A@horizationBasis documentation.The existing AuthorizationBasis acceptance criterionfor the
postulated seismic event is a no-collapse criterion, WSRC engineers and outside teohnical
expert ravfewers believe that the analyses to be oonduetaf in the remaining phases of the overall
eeismiokitructural evaluation Will more accurately precfiotthe seismic capability of the canyon
buildlngand shoulddemonstrate adequacy for the postulated EBE ground motion.”

The H-Canyon buildingis a reinforcedooncretestmoturewith walls up to 4.5 feet thick The initial
phase analyses specify minimum design strength of the concrete and reinforcing steel. The
actual strength of ooncrete and reinforming steel are greater than the minimumdesign values, and
ooncrete strength increases with age, A sample of concrete strengths from the H-Canyon in the
1980s indicates an average strength 44% greater than the minimum specified design strength.
Updated concrete and steel strengths from the H-Canyon structure will be obtained and will be
used in the remaininganalyses. Other factors that will be used in the remaining analyses include
the relaxation of specified resistance factors. which is appropriate when evaluating an existing
structure, the use of strain hardening of the reinforcing steel, the use of non-linear dynamic
analyses, and the specificationof driftlimits that are consistentwith the response spectrum of the
site EBE. This evaluation methodology has been discussed with outside techn’kzd experts and is
deemed to constitutea valid approach to er#mate the collapse load for the H-Canyon building.

The outside technical experts are Professor Charles Miller of The City College of New York
(CCNY), a consultant to the DOE, and Professor Mete A. Sozen of Purdue University, a
consultant to WSRC. The experts participated in a review at SFIS on March 7 and 8. They
reviewed the construction drawings, the results from the initial analysis, and the plans for the
remaining analyses. Trip reports were prepared by both experts; Dr. Sozen wrote in his report
that “The probability is very high that the integrity of the structure will not be adversely affected
during the ground motion antioipatect. Dr. Miller wrote in his trtp repoti that based on estimated
drift calculations,“itwas concludedthat the buildingwas unlikelyto cotlapse under the evaluation
earthquake.” Both of these reports are attached in Appendix A.

Q@lnue d /@plkabilitv of the IMNM EIS

The conservative projections of seismic accident consequences in existing Authorization Basis
documents and the Interim Management of Nuclear Materials (IMNM) Environmental Impact
Statement (EK3) are predicated upon the assumption that the canyon buildings meet the no-
collapse criterionfor an EBE. If the canyon buildingsare shown to be capable for the site EBE,
the conservative projetilons of seismic accident consequences in existing Authorization Basis
dooumentsand the IMNM EIS remain vafid.

The contributionof potential seismic events to the overall risk associated with canyon inventories
and operations is determined by examining the consequences associated with post-accident
behavior of source materials andthe expected occurrence frequency of the EBE. Current DOE
Orders and Standards, issued within the past ten years, require an expected return frequency of
2000 years for the EBE used for evaluation of structures like the F and H Canyons (see
discussion in Appendix B). The existing Authorization Basis documentation uses an expected
EBE return frequency of 5000 years, The effect of this change in EBE frequency is best
understoodby examining how current projectionsof seismic risk (based on canyon inventoryand
the new EBE frequency) compare with those presented in the existing Authorization @asis
documentationand the IMNM EIS.

Risk projectionsassociated with ongoing and planned facility operations based on the expected
frequency of the site ESE remain within the bounds of those presented in the lMhfM EIS.
Ca!cu!ationswere performed (see discuastonin Appendii C) to reassess the estimates for latent

2
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canoer fatetities presented in the EIS. ~ese c~cu~ati~ns USeda faclllty inventory input which
bounds the inventories e~ectad during completion of authorized material stabilization operations
and authorized post-Cassini Pu-238 Processing (including reoeipt of remaining returns). The
seismic component represents only about 20°A of we overati fisk projections. ~

To provide addtiionatperspective, a best estimate has been,made of the risk assodated with the
unlikely event of collapse of the canyon buildings. The estimates for both individual prompt
fatality risk and individual latent canoer fatality risk are within the respective DOE safety goals
(see discussion in AppendmD).

conch&slQtl

The discussicmcontained herein and the expanded discussion contained in the appendices can
besummarizedas follows

●

●

s

●

WSRC engineers and outside teohnical expert reviewers believe that the analyses ‘to be
conducted in the remaining phases of the overall seismic/structural evaluation will more
accurately predict the seismic capability of the canyon buildings and should demonstrate
adequacy for postulated EBE ground motion.

If the canyon buildlngsare shown to be ~pable for the site EBE, the oonaervative projections
of seismic accident wnsequences in existing Authorization Basis documents and the IMNM ~ .
EIS remain valid. -.,

Risk projections associated with ongoing and planned facility operations based. on the
expected frequency of the site E13Eremain within the bounds of those presented in the IMNM
EIS. The seismiccomponent representsonly about 20% of the overall riskprojections.

Estimates of both individual prompt fataiity risk and incf~iduai iatent cancer fatality risk
.

associated with the unlikely event of collapse of the canyon buildings are within the
respective limits for nuclear facliity severe acoldent impacts established by DOE policy.
These estimates provide additional perspective but have no direct bearing on the applicability
of the IMNM EIS since all analyses in the EIS assume that the canyons wili withstand an
EBE.

WSRC concludes that the seismic risksconsidered in the IMNM EIS continue to bound current
expectations of seismic risk associated with SRS Canyons and B-Lines and that the IMNM EIS
continues to provide an adequate basis for the programmatic decisions announced in the
associated Records of Decision.

endatlou

1.

2.

3.

ContinueImplementationofatlcurrentlyauthorizedoperationsin theF andH CanyonsandF
andH B-Lines.

Resume shipments of irradiated Mk-31 targets from storage basins to F-Canyon and
complete planned stabilizationacttvides.

Receive remaining Pu-238 receipts fr~m off site and complete planned post-Cassini
processing activities,

3,
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4. Complete the remaining phases of the overall seismichtwctural evaluation of the canYon
buildings and the associated Unreviewed Safety Question Evaluation on the established
aggressive schedule.

4
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Discussion of the Expected Acceptability of the
Building 221 Canyon Structures

Westinghouse Savannah Rivar Company engineers are contkwing the evaluation programfor the
Building 221 Canyon structures. At this time there is a significant amount of work to complete
before a definitive statement of the seismic level associated with a no-collapse criterion can,be
made. However, based on applying a drfftlimitcrltetion,and conductinga more rigorousanalysis
empfoyingmore representative inputs than US@ h the initiaf phase analysis, WSRC expects with
high confidence that the buitding stid~re will be shown to be capable for the current site EBE.
The basis for confidence is given below.

Results from the initial phase of the current stmtural evaluation indicate that the 221 Canyon
buildingsmay not mast the AuthorizationBasis no-collapsecriterion. This preliminaryjudgment
was based on a static non-linear push over analysis. The remaininganafyses will use non-linear
dynamic time historyanalysis techniques. Applicdon of these techniques is expeoted to show a“
reduced demand on the building structure. Furthermore, the collapse mechanism involves a
highly redundant sequence of buildingjoint rotationsalong with the simultaneous formation of a
sufficient number of hinges. A collapse mechanism is not expected to form when the non-linear
buildingmodel is evaluated t.rsinga time historygroundmotion.

To obtain an accurate estimate of the building collapse load, the more rigorousremaininganafyses
in the overall evaluationprocesswill Include:

(1) rotation hinge models based on strain hardened materkd prq?erties,
{2) in-situ concrete strengths,
(3) increasing the American Concrete Institute(ACI) code strength reductionfaotorsconsistent

with Chapter 20 ~fACI318, 1995,
(4) empiricistjointbehavior, and
(5) hysteresis modeling of the rotation hinges.

While non-linear time history analysis and refined structural models are expected to show the
building oapable of sustaining a seismic motiongreater than the Initial phase calculations prediot,
the final results will also include consideration of building drifts. The estimated driftof the canyon
buildingsbetween the top of the basemat and the lower level of the roof is 3.8 inches, based on a
lower bound building structural frequency of 1.4 Hz (i.e., reducing the buiiding stiffness by one
half), and using the current site EBE 2% damped free-fieid spectrum. This drift is 0.48V0 of the
height of the building. The 1994National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP)
Recommended Provisions aiiow drifts of 1“Afor essentiai buildings constructed as moment
resistingframe structures. Building221 is a moment resistingconcrete frame. Essential buiidings
are those required for post-earthquake recovery and are expected to remain standing and
function after an earthquake, With drift limits on the order of 1YO or 7.9 inches for the canyon
structure, it is expected that the amount of rotation “inthe buiiding members where non-iinear
hinges form will be smaii, and reinforcing steel bond sfip will not initiate generalized non-ductile
behavior. The remaininganaiysas wiliapptynon-linear dynamic time history modeiing to calculate
building drifts and the resulting joint rotations from the site EBE ground motion. Results from
these analyses are expected to confirm the acceptability of the Canyon buiidings for the
AuthorizationBasis no-oollapse criterion.

As further indication that the oanyon buiidings are expected to remain standing for drifts from a
site EBE, a review of the techni~i literaturesuggeststhat reinforcedconcrete frames detaiied for
gravity loads attain drifts of between 1‘A and 3% before faiiure [A-1, A-2, A-3]. The canyon
struoture is a reinfomed concrete frame in its transverse direction and is expected to have drifts
iess than 1% for the site EBE.

A-1
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Concurrentw“titheongoingbuildingstructuralevaluation,a revisedsite ground motion is ‘being
developed according to DOE Standard.1 023 using the latest Electric Power F@search institute
(EPRI) and Lawrenoe IJvermore National Laboratory (LLNL) probabilistic rock hazard curves for
SRS. Pretiminav informationsuggeststhat the drtftsfor the oanyon buildings will,be iower for the
new ground motion than those predicted above using the current site EBE ground motion. For
example, the drifl between the top of the basemat and the top of the lower roof is estimated to be
1,1 inches for a 2000-year return period ground motion oompared to 3.8 inches for the current
site EBE.

The preliminary structural analyses were reviewed by Professor Mete A. Sozen of Purdue
Unlverstty and Professor Charles Miller of CCNY at SRS in eariy Maroh of this year. The
obsewations made.by ProfessorSozen duringhis review of the evaluationprogram are significant
in predkting that the ~anyonbuildingswili maintain structural integrity for ground motions such as
the current site EBE. The followingexcerpt from Pmfeasor Sozen’s trip repoti is pertinent

(a) “High ratio of supporting-element cross-sectional area to supported floor area. (For
example, this ratio is approximately4% at elev. 357’.) In a typbal low-rise building, that
would suggest light or no damage in the event of a strongground motion...

0) Low axial-load stress in the vertical elements suggestingthe unlikelihoodof brittle failure
associated with crushingof concrete.

(c) Low longitudinal-reinforcementratios in all eiements suggesting tie unlikelihoodof brittle
failures associatedwith shear.’

Both reviewers believe that the potential for the canyon buildings
earthquake ground motion such as the site EBE is highly unlikely,
ProfessorSozen and ProfessorMilierare attached to ttis, letter.

to fail by collapse during an
The oomplets trip reports by
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Appendix A
Attachment 1

The City College of New York
“Earthquake Research Center

New York, NY 10031
(212) 650-8001 FAX (212) 6S0-6965

March 11, 1996

Dr. Katmd Bandyopadhyay

ihokhaven NationallJIbmakvy
Engineering Research and ApplkationsDivision
Building 47S-C
Upton, NY 11973

Subject Trip report for March 7-9, 1996 visit 10 Savwmah River regarding Building 221-H

Dear KmaJ:

Dr. M. Davister (K DOE and ? vkitcd the SavannahR;VW silt on March 7-8, 1~’ ~~dis~u~ .

the planned prcqy-am to determine Ac sciwnic ~~ ~bili{y ’ of Building 221-11 (the II-Canyon
sw.durc). Savannah River (SR) SMII attmtding the mccling were : T. Houston, N. Kcnn~dy, E

Imccf, G. Mertz, and J. Mulliken. Dr. Mete Sozcn of Purdue also attended the meelin~ acting as a

cxmwlun[ [o SR.

The 1I-Canyon was designed in the early 1950s based cm a 0,1 G ZPA Unift]m~ J3uiiding

CO& crikri~ Several seismic arudyscs have Jxcn pcrlonnd since that time, “I%xc iiniily=s have
been recently reviewed by SR resulting in the conclusion W it is unlikely that lhc building

salisfics the current DOE 1020 seismic criteria The building is classi(icd .asa PC-3, The expcctd
we of”the building is to reprcwxs mimwial at SR with an expected miwion length of about S-6

yca.m.The building wiJl likely be decommissioned at the end of tic mission.

The rcinf’orcedconcrctc sm.wturc consists of cightccn iwgnlcnLsarranged in scncs (in the N-S

direction) wik each segment scpwatcd by a 1/2” unreinforced c.orwtructionjoint, Each scgmcnl i.s

122’ wide (in the E-W diw.ction) and 43’ hmg, The building is 7 I‘ high and is embedded about 20’

in the soil. Many of Lhesegmcn& Jmvctt penthouse on lhc r{x;t’,‘J”hcpcrlhousc is 67’ wide and 3$?
high. Pri maw kmgitt]dimd (N-S) laLcrJl stiff-new comes J’rom 4’ hick stir walls .vvhilc the
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tmnsversc (E-W) sti[fness is prcwi(ied by reinforced concrete fmmcs. Details cd”mu& 0[ the
reinf’wczment in the+c frames do not satisty ACI C(xic-development IcngLh rquircmcnis. “i’hc

~eismic weakncw of the building in the E-W JI mx:licm results from these joints. SR is focusing

Ihcrc efforts cm this problem.

SR is perfiom~inga traditional efastic tad ysis as required in I>OE 1020. ‘HIis has not been

completd but it is ckx M the mult will bc LIUU lhc building has a .scismic cxqwfility in tic range
of 0.05 G ZPA. This Iow value is the result of the poor detiling of the joi n~~in the E-W moment

frames.

SR’S main cfforl is now c!iredcd toward an evaluation of the collapsccatthquakc. To this cnd

they have completed a push-over analysis and dctmrnincd a static collapse load for onc of the

segments deemed to be critical. The joints which do not have proper Mailing were modeled by
scaling the yield strength d the steel in proportion to the ratio of lhc development length provided

w lhc ACI AC required length. The nonlinearity in the joint moment-rotation relationship was
modeled with a rotatimal spring placed between the end of the mctnber and the joinL Stiitic loads

were applied propwtional to the building mass with the distribution of Ihc loads over the height of

the building sckc&d to match the UBC floor shear distribution. TWOsolutions wcm gcncr~Led:onc

with soft foundation springs rcsulting in significant differential seltlerncnt< and the other with no

differential settlcm@s. The following items were dismmwd at the rnec~ins

1. The static collapse kxwk were tound to be equivalent of”0.09 G‘s and 0.082 Cl’s for the cases”

neglecting and including di[fcrcntia.! settlcmenLs.The corrcsportding pca.k nx)fdisplacements
were fm.md to be (.),2 feel and 0.37 feet respxtivcl y for the two cases. The dn [1 (roof

displacement mkitivc to the fm.mdaliondispkcmcnt) for the IWOcmsesis about the samewith

the dil”fercncebetween the two dispfaccrncnt resulting from diflerentizd settlements.

2. The maximum inclas(ic rotation at the joints (N the 0.2 feet drift) was !ound to be about 0.015

radians.

3. B&sedon these msulLs and experimental Ma for simil,ar proh(ems, Sowsn wlimaled that the

evaluation earthquake (ZPA = (),19 G) would cause the peuk rcuf displacement reIativc 10Uw

foundation (drift) LObe about 2“, TIYiscorresponds 10 ~ drift O( aboul 2f7 I* 12 = 0.2 ‘%.1%.used
on this red t and tic corresponding inclaslic rotati(m dcrrumd of abou[ ().015 radians it was

amcludcd that the building was unlikely to collapse under the cv:duatkm earthquake.

4. sol] seU[cmcnLsand buemrit yic[ding seem 10 have a $ignikanl impact on the rwu!ls ]iw~cfy

2
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becausicvery soft Winkler spring~ arc used to model the soil. This modc[ rcsuk+ in signilic.ant

bwcmat cr@@ under dead loads but there is no such cvidencc of cracking. U.,was suggested

that the soil data be reviewed to oblain a more realistic foundation model i.mf tint in the interim

the settlcmenh~be neglected in the seismic “analyses.The following reasons support [he neglect C.

O( these settlements: (a) the lack of’ evidence o~”bnsemat cracking indicates fiat the foundation

springs are actually Stiffer than arc being used; (b) dynamic springs. should be used I’m &

seismic problcrn and these twe Iikcly to be much st.il~crthy the static springs thereby reducing
the cffmls of differential seuhmcnts; and (c) creep”eff’ccLsin the cone.~efewill reduec the sLttic

sLressG~in the franc due 10 the settlcmcnw and as a rewlt th~ strmses should not be directly
added to the seismic stresses. I

The following path forwad wa.. thcrchre rcwmmencfcd

1. Perform n+onsc ardyses with a single deg.mc of freedom system. The static Ioad-ddkxtirm

avvc will be used to chaructcn7.c the stiffness of the SIXIF. This will require that snmc form
of hysteretic load-unload chmwtcris(i(x bc dde.d to the model. (lmsidcmtion must be given to

the load-unload characteristic that would I-Eappropriate for the tmdcrdevclopcd joints where

the inelastic response is associa.kd with bond slip. Since the post eluxlic resistance of SU+

joints is asscxiated with frictional ftwccs, recovery of deformations may not c=wur. The -,

possibility of ratchetirlg shou[d be cvalu~cd.
..

“rhe cumcnt structural model includes a momcm~capacily at all joints’ with the capacily of the

jomls with poor detailing reduced as disctmed above. 1I was recommended that LhercsulLsof .

the current a.uuly.sesbe reviewed with the objective of assigning zero moment capacity to those

jolnLs which IUIVClarge inelastic rulation demands and which may not be essential to the overall

capacity of the structure. The objective of his cxcrui,sewould bc to eIiminatc from the and ysis

M many qucstionab!c joints as pssiktlc. Some form of parametric study shmdd bc umsicfcred
In this regard,

Since tic rcqxmsc will include a significant irtchwtic compormnt, scveml earthquake record?

should be used. “rhe was some discussion as to whether the.sc records should k synthetic
records which lit (he CritcriuNpcc(ru or actu,al earthquake records scaled to rna@h IM critcriu

spectra in the critical Iicxpvmw y range ( i-4 cps probubly). { would remnmcnd thi!t wc usc

rcwwd.swhich fit a deaggrcgated criteri a spcctm.

The intcrcs[ing results of’ these analyses will bc values of the story drift and the inel;Lstic

rotntion ticmund at the joinls.The Iatlcr will mquim wxnc posi pwxssing [o go lrom l.hcSD(X7I
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Appendix A
A~l.tichment 2

facmimite
TRANSMITTAL

~–-

to: FredI.xMY
t&x* 803-952-7293

m: . MM Buiiding221-H
data; Maroh 14,1996

pa#o$: 3, includingthis~ver sheet,

1amwritingto$ununarizesomeprdhninmy impressionsof our discussions during&emeetings
of $ and9 Mamh 1996at the SavannahRiverSiteandto makea fw general suggestions for the
analyses to be undertaken.

My mmmentg refkr speeifiotdly to !kxxion6 of Building221-H. Bemuseof thepresenceof
WIISin tic longitudhaldiroctio~ tie firstconeem is abouttheearthquakeresponseof the
stru~ in tk transversedirection.

[ understandBuilding221SHwas eoustmeted in the early 1950’s.TIN designcotnpreasive
strangthof theccmeretew 2500psi, Intermediategradereinforcementwasspeefied inthe
contractdoeumcnts,

The design d.n@ge wouldsuggestthat the typicalreinforcementdetailsof theexistingstructure
wouldnot sRtis&thecurrentrequirementsbasedon theneedfit toughness,I alsnunderstandthat
some of the .speeified sphe lengths do not satisfi current requkrnen@ for thereinforcement (fy F“
assumed to be 40,000 psi).

lkpite the kfkrred shortcomings in desired reinforcementdetail,thestructurehaspmticuku
att.ributcs that are considered to be positive fir earthquake resistance of rdn.foreod concrete
structures:

(a) H@ ratioof supporting-elementomss-sectionalareato supportedfloor area (For
example, at clev. 357’,thisratiois approximate!y 4 %. Ina typicaIlow-risebuild@ thatwould -
w- li@t or M -ge ~ tie event@fu stronggroundmotiondescribedby an dkctk pdc

aceeltwtion of as muoh as 0,S G. Admittedly,thestructuraleonilgurationis nottypical.But the
experience is not irrelevant.)

(b) Low axkd=load skess in the vedkal elements Fromthe-k of .
mggesdng the unlikelihood of brittle fhilure associated
with crushing of concrete, w $0-

StItiuraI Engineer
(G) hw Iongitudimd-rcinforccmcnt ratios in all

elements suggesting the unlikelihood of brittle failures 30 MtllWe
ldyelie, IN, 47905—

associated with shear.
31742&2086

Fax!al 7-742-7904

1
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1understand that tie Ioweat-trandational-modefkqueney of Seetion6 in thetransversedtition
is 2 HZ(basedon plain gross aoctkm) and that the limitingbase-shearcapwity in thatdimti~
baabeen estinmtsdto be equalto approximately10%of the bfldkg weight.Forthegiveninitial
stifiheasandthegrouudmotion(identifiedby aneffectivepeakacceleration not exceeding
0.3G), theestimated&c shcar”strengthcoefficientis not unacceptable.

~iven the initial stiHnessto massratio (indexed by the&xpwncy of 2 Hz), thebaseshear
streng@ andtheearthquakeintensitys@tedabove+theeritiealcheekwould be determinationof
themaximumlateraldisplacement(drift)of the stfuoture.

1seethe wx.nbinationof the controllingpartunetemforBuilding221-H (mass~to-stiflheasmtio,
weight-to-strengthratio,andeflkdve peakacceleration)to be fiworable. ‘I’lieprobability is vexy
high that the integrity of the structure will notbe adversely affi!zted duringthe groundmotion
adcipated. To thatend, it is importantto establishtheboundsof displacementresponsethatthe
muctureWN sustain.Below, 1would liketo makea few generalsu~gestionsabouthow those
studiesmayproceed. ? can providehither detailif and as needed,

(1) Modal Speetral Response (I&a!!)

A linearmodalanalysisfor driftbasedon a motflj?ed hnetw modelcanprovidea aatislhctory
boutidto thenonlineardisplaoomentresponseof thestructure.Thestepsto be followed arc:

(a) Establisha designaccelerationresponeespectmmata d$unpingfactorof 2% of
critical,

(b) Model the2D sttueture(grossplainsection)using0.5Efor Young’s modulus,wherc
E=57,000{f’C.

(c) Calculatedisplacementsatalljointson thebasisof (a) and(b).

Thc d,ical issue is xnember distortion identil.kd by thedriftratioobtainedastheratioof the
relativedriftof the joints to the length from joint to joint,Ina typical structure, this would be the
story drift ratio or the ratio ofthc relative displacementof two consecutivestoriesdivided by the
heightof thatstory,

If the drift ratios calculated for the vertical eiotnents exwed 2Y0,wo need to examine the
inputhutput oamfidly before we go any further with theso analyses. If thecalculateddriftratio~‘
amlCSS,wc nod to do nonlinearanalysesto develop con.fidenco in the results through the
parametricstudiessuggested Mow.

(2) Equivalent Non[inear SDOFOscillator Response .

I understandthelowcst translational mode of the analysis dominates the drift respcmsc and that
the progressive limit analysis for lateral forces does not rtveal a drastic change in the deflected
shape of the structure. These conditions suggest that satisfactory drift estimatis of the structure
may be obtained from ~tdyses of equivalent SDOF oscillators,

2
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(a) Select a hysteresisroutine (Takeda or biiinear).
(b) The“backbone cum” may be defined by fitthg it Q the static prqgressivc Cokpse

analysisah-eadymade 7he initial dope shou!d be set to obtain Bk-to-m ratio resulting in the
anticipated initial frequewy, The final slope maybe set at 5Ve of the slope of a line joining the
ori~ to the assumed yieldpoint (or thesecond breakpoint in #e trilinear force-displaeemmt
cuwe).

(c) use an equivalent Viscousdamping fxor of 2%.
(d) Set the yield point to result in a desired F/W ratio (or base shear strength), where F is

the yieldforco, @ W is theoscillatormass(for the inithd model the ratio wouldbe 0,1 bssedon
thelateralhad amdysis).

(c) Obtainsolutions for maximum drill using diffixent earthquakes ad WTemnt F/W
ratios to understand the smsitivityof maximum drift various parameters. Shape of the hysteresis
may alsobe varied.71wbasic issue is the sensitivityof calculated drift to stifhess and to
strength.

Note that the drifts at various joints in the stwdure WI have to be pmjoeted from the
calculated drift using the assumed mode shape of the structure.

(3) Nor&ear MDOF Dynamic Response

If needx detmmine response &&s for @eeted groundmotionsusinRa nofilinearmodel for tic
Stmcture.

(4) Checks for Toughness

Use static limit analyses to determine the maximum credible shear and bond stresses. Please note
that the estimated drift wili govern the limits of permissible unit strengths in shear and bond
under cyclic loading.

From 15 to 20 March I am going to be at the Denver Marriott (dcnvnto~ td 303-292-2472, fax
303-292-2472) attending the AC] meeting. If you need to contact me there, please fkel free to do
so. . .

I believe that a meting will be more efficient if it is held after Greg and Tom have consolidated
their position on the drift response of the structure But if it becomes necessary to have a meeting
in early April, 1 find the following dates conwmient: ‘I% 4 April, Sat 6 April, Tu 9 Aprii

If those arc impossible, I.may be able to come in at a different date (other than 1-2 April when 1
shall be in Florida). For the time being, I am trying to protect my class days which arc MWF.

Thank you again for your kindnesses during my visit.

41.MJY%=--

3
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Summary of Applicable =isrnle Requirements from
DOE Orders and Standards

Introducthm

The seismic qualification of stnmtures, systems and components is governed by an interrelated
set of DOE Orders and Standards. These Orders and Standards deal with all accidents and
natural phenomena hazards includingwind, tornado, seismic, flood and Iightnhg. Thii appendix
provides an overview of the fundamental requirementsof each of these Orders and Standards as
they relate to seismicanalysisof a safetyclass structure.

DOE Order. 5480.28

DOE Order 5480.28 requires that structures, systems and components (SSCS) be designed and
constructed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena hazards (NPH). If DOE criteria and
standards are not available, national or industry consensuscodes are deemed acceptable to meet
the Intent of the order. Order 5480.28 identifies the applicable DOE standards. DOE Standard
1020 provides reference to the acceptable industryand national consensus codes.

SSCS shall be reevaluated in accordance with the Order when:

The SSC was designed and constructed without adequate NPH design and construction
standards,

There has been a significantchange in understandingthat results in an increase in the site
NH-I hazard, or

A significant physical change in the SSC has been caused by an addition, a modification,
deterioration or a damaging NPH event.

The Order further stipulates that a review of the state-of-the-art of NPH assessment methodology
and of she specific information shall be conducted at least every ten years. The assessment of
SSCS shall utilize a graded approach. Each SSC will be assigned a Performance Category (O
through 4) on the basis of Its safety, mission, and cost significance that will satisfy the defined
facility probabilistic Performance Goals. The canyon buildings have been assigned Performance
Category 3 per these requirements.

n (DOF s~ 1027 and 102 ]1

DOE Standard 1027 provides guidance on several of the requirements in DOE Order 5480.23.
This standard establishes the threshold quantities of hazardous materials which, if exceeded,
would mandate development of a Safety AnalysisRepofi ($AR), discusses the SAR upgrade plan
and schedule that must be submitted, and gives guidance on the use of gtided approach and
accident/hazard analysis techniques for compliance wtth Order 5480.23. Additionally, Standard
1027 provides methodology for hazard categorization that is essential for determining NPi-f
Performance Category. Based on the quantity.of materialsthey mntain, the canyon faoitiies have
been assigned Hazard Category 2 per these requirements.

DOE Standard 1021 provides guidelines for the categorization of SSCS fck’ evaluation of NPH
events. The process is one of assigning a Performance Categr)y far each SSC based on the
facility Hazard Category from DOE-STD-1 027 and the functional classificationof each SSC from
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safety analyses.AS mentioned above, the canyon buildings have been assigned Performance
category 3.

Seismic Desian Criteria ~DOF Swrd 10201 ~

DOE Standard 1020 descrbs the requirements in each of the Perfonnanoe Categories (PC) for . “
the design or evacuationof new and existing SSCS for NPH events. For seismic evaluation, the
Standard providesguidance in four mas:

(1) seiection of the earthquake loading,
(2) evacuationof the earthquake response(load on the structure),
(3) specificationof structuralseismicoapacity(acceptancecriteria),and
(4] structure duotile detailing requirements. I

Seismic loading is defined in terms of a site-specffie design responsespectrum, called the de-sign
or evaluation basis earthquake (DBE/EBE) and probabilistic seismic hazard curves, For each
Performance Category, a mean annual probability of exceeciance or return period for the EBE is
specified. At this return period the peak ground acceleration maybe determined from probabilistic
seismic hazard curves (peak ground accelerationvs. annual pmbabitii of exceedance). For PC3
(canyon buildings) the exceedance probability is 5 X 10-4 or a 2,000 year return period. The
seismic ground motion to be used for design or evaluation is defined by a median response
spectrum scaled to the peak ground acceleration. The design response spectrum and
probabilistic seismic hazard cuwe are developed in acoordanoe with DOE Standards 1022, 1023
and 1024.

PCI and 2 sbuctures are evaiuated in accordance with the seismic provisions of th’e Uniform “ ‘
Building Code (UBC) [B-t]. For PC3 and 4 facilities the structural seismio response Riust be
determined by a dynamicanaiysis.The dynamicanalysisapproachshouldoompiywith the seismic
anaiysis provisions of ASCE 4 [B-2). Capacities for PC3 concrete structures are determhwd In
accordancewm ACI 316 [8s]. For ali Performance Categories limited inelastic behavior is allowed
if justifiedby design detaiis.

The structure is adequate when:
.

Structuralcapacity > total demand.

Story drifts do not exceed 1% of the story height. However, these drift limits may be
exoeeded when acceptable performance of the stmotural eiements can be demonstrated at
greater drift.

if the existingfacilitycan be shownto meet the design and evaluation criteriapresented and good
detailing practice has been empbyed, then the facilityis judged adequate for its potential seismic
hazards. in accordance with Standard 1020, if the facility does not meet the seismic evaluation
criteria,several atternat’wesare allowed:

If an existing struoture is ciose to meeting the criteria, an increase in the annuai risk due to
seism’k can be permitted,aliowingthe evaluation to be performed at twbe the recommended
hazard exceedance probability(half the returnfrequency),

Strengthen the structuresuch that the capacity is adequate to meet demand,

it maybe possible to conduct the seismic evacuationin a more rigorousmanner using more
representative input such that the structure may be shown to be adequate. Alternatively, a
probabilisticassessment may be undertaken in order to demonstrate that the performance
goals can be met.
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mic Haze rd (D~rds 1022. and 1029

The studiesof site characteristicsrequiredto be performed10chara~erize the seismic hazard are ‘
defined M DOE Standard 1022. This site specific characterization provides the necessary input to
implement DOE Standard 1023 for the development of design response spectra. DOE Standard
1024 provfdes guidance for the use of seismic hazard curves developed by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) and the Electfic Power Research Institute (EPRI). The following
summarizes each dtiurnent.

DOE Standard 1022

Guidance regarding the site specific characterization of seismic hazard is provided in Standard
1022. The important geologic factors to be considered include:

determiningthe existenceof Quatemary faultswtiln 25 miies radiusof the site,

determining whether any magnitude six earthquake is associated with an active
Quatemary fault withh a 200 miteradiusofthe site,

identifying all faults with length greater than 1000 feet within 5 miles of the site and
determining whether them is evidence of any Quaternary movement on such faults, and

determining potentialfor site-spadfic amplificationof vibratoryground motion.

Both deterministic and probabilistic methodologies for hazard evaluation are required. For
probabilistic hazard analyses, sites may use a combinedEPRI and LLNL result, ifapplicable,or
complete a new estimate using site-specific data including definition of source zones,
earthquake recurrence rates and ground motion attenuation.

DOE Standard 1023

DOE Standard 1023 defines the requirements for development of the site specific response
spectrum. This standard requires:

A probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA) must be conducted for the site if
exlstmg PSHA is greater than 10 years old.

A target DBE response spectrum for the site is defined by the mean uniform hazard
response spectrum (UHS).

The appropriateness of the site DEE response spectrum is determined by comparmg
median spectral shapes that shall be derived from earthquake source parameters derived
from deaggmgated PSHA at two specific frequencies to the mean UHS.

The site DBE response spectrumwill consider historicalearthquakes with magnitude> 6
that may have affected the site.

\

Probabilisticassessment of groundfailure should be applied if neoessary (fault rupture
hazard).

B-3



DOE Standard 1024

DOE Standard 1024 was developed for Eaatem United States {EUS) DOE sites to address
variability In the probabilistic hazard investigations conducted by EPRI and LLNL for EUS
nuclear power plants and DOE facilities. In patilcular, Standard 1024 describes how to
combine the LLNL and EPRI hazard results and gives specific peak ground acceleration
(PGA) values at assigned probability of exoeedances for SRS.

~llcab Ie DOF Orb

5480.23 Nuclear Safety Anafysis Reports

5480.28 Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigatbn

~ bOE Standerds

1020-94 NaturafPhenomena Hazards Designand EvaluationCriteriafor DOE Facilities

1021-93 Natural Phenomena Hazards Performance Categorization Criteria for Structures,
Systems, and Components

1022-94 Naturaf Phenomena Hazards Site Charactellzation Criteria

1023-95 Naturaf Phenomena Hazards Assessment Cftteria

1024-92 Guidelines for Use of ProbabilisticSeismicHazard CUW6Sat Department of Energy
Sites

1027-92 Hazard Categorization and Aocident Anatysis Techniques for Compliance with DOE
Order 5480.23

tero nees

B-1. Uniform Building Code, International Conference of Building Officials

B-2. American Society of Civil Engineers,ASCE 4-86, SeismicAnalysisof safety Related
Nuclear Structures, September 1986

B-3. American Concrete Institute,ACI-318, BuildingCods Requirementsfor Structural
Concrete
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Continued Applicability of the IMNM EIS

The National Environmental Policy Aot (NEPA) of 1969 requires Federal agencies to develop
Envlmnmental Impaot Statements (EIS) to analyze the impacts of an agency’s action. An EI!3
provides decision-makers and the public with information to make reasonable choices among
alternatives based on an analysis of the environmental impacts associated with an agency’s
proposed action.

As Identified in DOE’s ‘Recommendations for the Preparation of Environmental Assessments
and Environmental Impact Statements”, an EIS must deal with the environmental impacts that will
not necessarily oocur under a proposed aotion but wMch are reasonably foreseeable. The term
“reasonablyforeseeable’ has no precise definition. Its interpretation is guided by the purpose of
a NEPA review, wh’kh is to informthe agency and the pubic in making reasonable choices among
the alternatives. Consequently, the accident impacts sectkm of an EIS has no clearly defined
evaluation criterion. However, an EIS must illustrate the consequences and the probability of
occurrence. Acoepteble “reasonably foreseeable”impacts includethose that may have very large
or catastrophic consequences, provided their probability of Ooourrence is low, and the impact
analysis is supported by credible scientific evidence, is not based on pure conjecture, and is
within the rule of reason. Thus, a high-consequence event would not necessarily have
‘significant Impacts’ (in b sense of hlEPA) if its probability of occurrence is very low, Therefore,
a reasonable evaluation criterion is risk (Le., the produot of consequence times frequency).

Evaluation

The Record of Decisionforthe interimManagement of Nuclear Materials EIS states: .

9 certain management alternatives are expected to result in lower environmental impacts
tha~ others. However, a single alternative was rarely estimated to have lower impacts for all
environmental factors evaluated by DOE. For example, an attematiie might be expected to
result in lower releases of hazardous pollutantsto air or water than the other alternatives, but
might generate slightly higher amounts of radioactive waste. DOE reviewed the
environmental impacts estimated for the alterriatives evaluated for each type of nuclear
material and identified the following [i.e., in ROD Section WI, Environmentally Preferable
Alternatives] as the environmentally preferable for each, The health effeots from any of the
alternatives are all tow and well within regulatory limits.”

It Is importantto note that many differentestimated environmentalimpacts, in additionto accident
impact analysis, were evaluated in making the final decision, Furthermore, Section Vll,
EnvironmentallyPreferable Alternatives,of the ROD indioetesthat dominantfactors considered in
choosing each alternative were impacts associated with routine facility operation and not the
estimated accident impacts.

.

The EIS has the followingdiscussionof health effect6 in Seotion 2.4.1:

‘As indicated in Tabies 2-2 through 2-12, the raciioiogical health effects from normal
operations (inciudlng transportation activities) wouid vary among the aitematiiee, but all wouid
resuit in iess than one additional latent cancer fataiity in the populationsurroundingthe SRS
and in the worker populationover the 10-year period. The health effects from potentiai faciiity
or transportation acoidents invoivingthe alternatives range from less than 1 to 38 additional
latent cancer fatalities in the offsite populationshouidthe worst-consequence aocident ocour.
Aitematives involving processing operations in the chemical separations facilities and the
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tMfensc Waste Processing Facility would have higher potential accident consequences (in
theformofadditionallatentcancerfatalitiesintheoff’dlepopulation)thanalternatives
involvingno actionofimprovingstorage,becauseprocessing operations In the chemical
separations facilities and DWPF could experience accidents with higher potential
consequences than facilities uwd simplyto store radioactivematerial (i.e., vaultsor basins).m

There is no additional significant discussion of risk in the EIS. Based on the above quote, it is
apparent that the base oonciusionsin the EIS for accidents rely on the calculated addtiional latent
cancer fatalities behg in the range of 1 to 3134

Quantitative ReassQent of Seismic Components of F& Risk

Calculationshave been performedto reassess the estimates for the latent cancer fataMies (LCFS)
listed In the IMNM EiS related to seismic events affecting the canyons using: (1) the new
informationon seismic event frequencies (I.e., the frequency of an evaluation basis earthquake
has increased from 2.OE-4$ear to 5.OE-4/year) and (2) revised estimates for the inventories that
wiil be in the facilities for each of the proposed act~ties covered in the EIS. The LCF vafue
cakulat ions were performed in a manner similar to the EIS methodology. No new codes were
introduced to do the calculations.

The revised estimates for the number of LCFS are lower than ttie corresponding values in the EIS,
despite the higher postulated frequency of seismic events affecting the canyon facilities. The
primary reason for the lower LCF vaiues is that the currently planned inventories are much lower
than the maximum facility inventories used for the EIS. The EIS is based on pre-existing
authorization basis documents. These pre-existkrg documents were iargely based on anaiyses,
performed prior to the end the Cold War. which assumed the facilities wouid be operating at fuii
capacity and operating on relatively fresh irradiated reactor fuel. The pianned stabilization
operations invoive much iower invetiories. in many instances, these operations involve existing
materials, where fission products have previously been removed. Where the pla med operations
do involve irradiated reactor fuel, the fuel is severai years old and some tission products
amounted for in the originalanalyses have decayed away.

Each of the over eighty sequences in the EiS associated with seismic’events was reassessed.
These calculations used a facility inventory input which bounds the inventories expected during
completion of material stabilizationoperdons as described in the DOE 94-1”Implementation Pian
and pianned post-Cassini Pu-238 processing (inciuding receipt of remaining returns), Risk was
determined by combining the new frequencies for each sequence with the projected source
terms (inventories). Table$ were constructed calculating the new iatent cancer point estimate of
risk per year, and determining the,percentage increase or decrease in risk for each sequence from
that previously repohed in the EIS. For exampie, the Pu-242 point estimate of risk for the no
action optionwhichwas 4E-8 as a pointestimate par year of latent cancer fatalitywas recalculated
as 2E-8. This processwas repeated for each sequence to arrive at the concision that the overaii
risk of latent cancer fatalii remains wilhin the originai 1-38 range.

The new calculations represent only the mievant portionsof Tabies E.4 through E.12 of the EIS
(those reiated to seismic events affectingthe canyons). Other types of events and other facilities
are aiso covered in Tables E.4 thorough E.12. These other types of events and other facilities
dominate the risks, not the canyon seismic events. The seismic component represents oniy
about 20”A of the overaii risk projections. Therefore, the tisk decreases from this reassessment
for seismic events have a negligible effect on the overali relative risks for the various alternatives.

Q

Additio~ In Rls k Eetlmates Throuah Ms+~odo Iwty lmcmoveme~
.

The EIS dose estimates were preparedwith the AXAIR89Q computer code. This dose modei was
developed to perform dose calculations in compiianoe with the U. S. Nuciear Regulatory Guide
1.145, and specific to the Savannah River Site meteorology. However, the dispersion model is
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limited and does not account for phenomenology that aowmpanies the downwind transport of
radioactive species from a nuclearfacil”~.

The MACCS computer @e, developed by $andla National Laboratories (SNL) for-the USNRC
and the Department of Energy, has been used in the DOE Complex for safety analyses of nuclear
facilities for approximately the past three years. The MACCS dispersionmodel is a more realistic
tool for calculating bounding doses to offsite individuals. In pattioular, deposition, resuspension,
source term energetic and duration, and plume meander models in MACCS represent updated
or completely new capabilities relative to the code used in the EIS. Comparisons performed at
Savannah River indicate factors of two to nearly ten reductionin the (Maximum Exposed Offsite
Individual)MEI dose calculated by MACCS relative to AXAIR89Q. For putposes of making a more
direotcomparison,MACCS was not used in the reassessmentdescribedabove,
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&pendix D

Best Estimate of Risk Associated With Collapse
of the SRS Canyon Buildings c,

The present EBE, as stated eartier in this document, has a return period of 2,000 years. The total -
seismic analysis is not yet complete, but WSRC expects that the F and H Canyons will meet the
no-collapse criteria for the 2tXByear earthquake. Since calculations to demonstrate the meeting
of the no-collapse criteria are not yet oomplete, an analysis has been undertaken which looks at
the consequences, on a best estimate basis, for a situation where both canyons have collapsed.
For the purposes of this anafysis, it was conservatively assumed that the earthquake which causes
the coltapse has a returnperiodof 1,000 years. f

After a postulated facility collapse, nuclear material inventories would pose hazards to onsite
workers, and the offsite general publio. Depending on the aocident, a spectrum of scenarios and
associatedconsequences may result. Materialmay bereleasedbyspillagewhich maybe followed
by a fire ancUoran explosion. One or more processing tanks could be involved or ultimately
compromised. This wide variety of scenarios was considered using logic models typicaltyapplied
for accident sequence analysis in DOE facilities.

A logic model was developed which had a number of possible sequences and with a variety of
frequencies of occurrence and consequences. Thus, the calculated risk @ based on a
combination of frequency related assumptions and consequence related assumptions.

The major accident sequence assum~lons are:

● Connections between tanks are severed and explosionsdo not propagate. ~“
● The HB-Line Vault relt?ases 10% of its powder and FB-Line releases 50”A. .
● Explosioninvolvesthe largestsingletank in each facil”~ (totalof 4).
● In sections whiohcontain flammable liquid,5°/0of the total liquid inventory is assumed to

be flammable.
● All Ahbome Release Fraction (ARF) and Respirable Fraction (RF) values used were

.

median values, except for Fire & Explosion where a median value was not given and,
therefore, a bounding value was used.

● All Leak Path Faotors(LPF) were assumed to be 1.0.

The frequency related assumptionsare:

● Since the canyon %ough” is estimated to remain, electrical jumpers will not be powered
and lying on the floor of the cells. Thus, ignition sources for fires and explosions are
assumed to be unllkely to cx%ur(probability of occurrence of 0,1).

● If a fire oocurs, the probability of ignition for an explosion is assumed to be 0.5, even
though the explosiongenerallycannot occur for a number of days.

● The frequency of an earthquake that will collapse the facility is 0.001~ear (a 1,000 year
return period).

Using the above a=umptions, the resulting median 50-year cumulative dose to the maximum
exposed oftslte lndMdI.Ja\(MEI), given occurrence of the canyon collapse, is determined to be 1.8
rem. Using the ~nservatlve frequenoy assumption for the EBE-induoed canyon ooliapse of 1.0 x
10-3 per year. the point estimate riskto the MEI is 1,8 mrerrdyear. As shown in Table D.1, this
dose value is less than 1% of the average dose to an individualin the U.S. from natural sources
(NGRP No. 93). This calculation Is Intended to be a best estimate, not a bounding value, for the
riskfroma coflapsedfacility.
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Quantitative guidance cmsevere accidentsafety goalsfor U.S. nuclear power plant operation was
promulgated in the Federal Register in 51FR28044 (1986). The technicaf basis is discussed in
NRC Report NUREG-0880 (1983). In Secretary of Energy Notice SEN-35-91 (September 9,
1991), the Secretary stated. explicit DOE nuclear safety pofkky applicable to all DOE facilities
(exoludingnaval reactors). These criteriaare in substance Identicalto the NRC quantitativesafety
goals,

Two goals or targets for risk to the general public from DOE nuclear facility operation were stated in
SEN-35-91 :

Indhddual Prompt Risk:

The risktoan averageindtiduelintheviclnffy of a DOE nuclear faciiii for prompt fatalities
that might result from accidents should not exceed one-tenth of one percent (0.1%) of
the sum of prompt fatalities resufting from other accidents to whioh members of the
population are generaity exposed, For evaluation pu~oses, individuals are assumed to
be located within one miie of the site boundary.

Individual Latent Risk;

The riskto the popuiatiin in the area of a DOE faoility for cancer fatalities that might resuft
from operations should not exceed one-tenth of one percent (0.1%) of the sum of all
cancer fataiity risks resuiting from aii other causes. For evaluation purposes, individuals
are assumed to be boated with ten miies of the site boundary.

Quantitatively, the goais are typically related to accidental and iatent fatality rates in the U.S.
population as a wtroie. These are:

DOE Target (Goat) for Prompt Risk
= 0.1% x Average U.S. Risk = 5.0 x 10-7 per indtidual per year, and

DOE Target (Goal) for LatentRisk
= 0.1VOx Average U.S. Risk = 2.0 x 10* per individualper year,

Again applying a frequency of 1 x 10-3 per year, the individual prompt and latent risk due to the
best-estimate sourc@term, are Oand 9.0x 10-7 per individual per year, respectively,

~ 0.1 Dose and Risk Cons~ From Postulated Can von Ccdlacme

}
Consequence / Criterion I Dose / Risk

I

1, MEI Dose 1.8 rem (median meteorology)
2. MEI Risk 1.8 mmmNear (1 x 10-3 per year frequency)
3, U.S. Average Dose From Natural Sources 300 mrenVyear
4. DOE Safety Goal - Prompt 5.0 x 10-7 per individual @r year
5. Individual Prompt Risk to Offsite from o

Canyon Collapsi
6. DOE Safety Goal - Latent 2.0 x 1W6 per individualper year
7, IndividualLatent Risk to Offsite from Canyon 9,0 x 10-7 per individual per year
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